
Hurley U15 (198-4) beat Wokingham Yellow Oaks (123-4) by 75 runs 

On a day when cricketing records were being smashed by the England ODI team in Birmingham, 

Hurley’s crop of youngsters were performing a similar demolition job in the serene setting of 

Shepherds Lane against one of the 2 Wokingham sides in our division.  

For Root, Buttler, Morgan and Rashid and their liberal peppering of the boundary, read Morgans, 

Dawkins and the enigmatic Graham brothers. Batting first after winning the toss David Morgans (51 

ret) and Joe Graham (28) accumulated 83 for the first wicket, with Morgans particularly brutal as he 

hammered any loose balls to the boundary on his way to our first 50 retirement at this age group. 

Ollie Dawkins, in for the injured Raff Bowler, missed out on the fun as he spooned a leading edge 

behind, but his brother Chris (51 ret) kept up the tempo with a second  retirement with 9 hard hit 

boundaries of his own, breaking his bat to boot. Henry Graham (26) joined the fun with a beautifully 

timed 6 towards the tennis courts, and the innings ended on 198-4 as Mooni carved a midwicket 

boundary of his own, one of the shots of the day. 

Ten an over is a big ask for any team but the Wokingham openers set about their task positively, 

punishing anything short before Wadsworth made the breakthrough in the 6th over with the score 

on 42. This was followed by Rahim Ahmed bowling the left handed number 3 for nought. Skipper 

Graham rotated the bowling well using 9 bowlers in all, of which Morgans (1-9 off 3) was largely 

unplayable with his off-spin. 

Opener Max Cable (47) impressed before being bowled by Ollie Dawkins in the 16th over and 

Wokingham ended in semi-darkness on 123-4, a gallant effort but assisted by several examples of 

fielders forgetting the basics (long barrier, backing up, etc). This could cost us in a tighter game. 

Thanks as always to Alan and to the Walton brothers for umpiring and opening the bar.  


